Prototype-based methods are of the particular interest for domain specialists and practitioners as they summarize a dataset by a small set of representatives. Therefore, in a classification setting, interpretability of the prototypes is as significant as the prediction accuracy of the algorithm. Nevertheless, the state-of-the-art methods make inefficient trade-offs between these concerns by sacrificing one in favor of the other, especially if the given data has a kernelbased (or multiple-kernel) representation. In this paper, we propose a novel interpretable multiple-kernel prototype learning (IMKPL) to construct highly interpretable prototypes in the feature space, which are also efficient for the discriminative representation of the data. Our method focuses on the local discrimination of the classes in the feature space and shaping the prototypes based on condensed class-homogeneous neighborhoods of data. Besides, IMKPL learns a combined embedding in the feature space in which the above objectives are better fulfilled. When the base kernels coincide with the data dimensions, this embedding results in a discriminative features selection. We evaluate IMKPL on several benchmarks from different domains which demonstrate its superiority to the related state-ofthe-art methods regarding both interpretability and discriminative representation.
INTRODUCTION
Cognitive psychology claims that human categorizes different data classes in his mind by finding their most representative prototypes (examples) [18] . Inspired by that, prototype-based (PB) models have become popular machine learning methods used by domain specialists in many applications. A supervised PB algorithm finds representatives in the input space, and predicts the class label based on their distances to the given data point [5] . Apart from this simplicity, their decisions are highly explainable (e.g., for a practitioner) by the direct inspection of the prototypes to which each test data is assigned [8] . The most popular prototype-based approaches are the self-organizing map (SOM) [12] , nearest prototype classifier [5] , learning vector quantization (LVQ) [12] , and prototype selection (PS) [3] which are all supervised methods except SOM.
Beside the discriminative performance of these methods, another significant concern is to learn interpretable prototypes which can represent condensed data neighborhoods without any inter-class overlapping [5] . Usually, this concern induces a trade-off between the discriminative and interpretative quality of the prototypes [3] , and more often, the model sacrifices one of them in favor of the other. In addition, regardless of their reported efficiency and simplicity, they face difficulties when the classes have extensive overlapping or are distinct but linearly inseparable (e.g., XOR dataset).
In nowadays applications, it is common to observe non-Euclidean data settings, such as time-series and sequences. A practical solution is to compute a relational representation based on non-Euclidean pairwise dissimilarities between the data points [24] . Consequently, the kernel variants of prototype-based methods are designed by assuming a corresponding implicit mapping to a reproducing kernel Hilbert space (RKHS). In particular, kernel K-means [21] and kernelized-generalized LVQ (KGLVQ) [20] represent the well-known unsupervised and supervised PB algorithms respectively. Nevertheless, kernel-based methods generally have weak interpretation as their prototypes are constructed by a broad inter-class set of data points [16] . In contrast, some dissimilaritybased methods such as the PS algorithm select class-specific exemplars to increase the interpretability of the prototypes. However, this choice restricts the discriminative power of the model.
Applying different kernels on the inputs results in a multiplekernel (MK) representation of the data which might carry nonredundant pieces of information about essential properties of the data [2, 24] . Consequently, multiple-kernel learning approaches are designed to find an effective weighted combination of these base kernels that enhances the classification performance. Besides, by choosing only the features with non-zero combination weights, one can perform a discriminative feature selection [29] . Nevertheless, the majority of MK methods focus on finding a non-realistic combined RKHS on which the data classes could be linearly (globally) separable [21] . To our knowledge, no MK method is designed particularly for prototype-based representations and specifically with a focus on the local separation of the classes.
Dictionary learning (DL) finds a set of dictionary atoms in the input space to reconstruct each data sample by a sparse weighted combination (sparse code) of them [19] . The sparse representations can capture essential intrinsic characteristics of the dataset [11] that are consistent between the training and testing distributions. The supervised DL methods try to also preserve the label information in the sparse encoding [7, 30] . Furthermore, some recent works similar to [29, 32] joined MK learning with DL in order to improve the reconstruction and discrimination quality of the dictionary by optimizing it on an efficient combined RKHS. Although one can consider the dictionary atoms as a set of representative prototypes, no multiple-kernel (or single-kernel) dictionary learning algorithm (MKDL) have that explicit focus in its design. Hence, their learned dictionary atoms either suffer from the weak interpretation or cannot discriminatively represent the classes.
Contributions: In this paper, we propose interpretable multiplekernel prototype learning (IMKPL) algorithm to obtain a discriminative prototype-based model for multiple-kernel data representations. We construct our framework upon the basic model of multiple-kernel dictionary learning, such that each data sample can be represented by a set of prototypes. More specifically, our work contributes to the current state-of-the-art in the following aspects:
• We extend the application of prototype-based learning to MK data representations. • Our model effectively learns interpretable prototypes based on the class-specific local neighborhoods they represent. • Our prototype-learning framework focuses on local discrimination of the classes on the combined RKHS to mitigate their global overlapping.
In the next section, we discuss the relevant work. Our proposed IMKPL algorithm is introduced in Section 3, and we explain its optimization scheme in Section 4. The empirical evaluations are presented in Section 5, and we provide the conclusion of work in the final section.
PRELIMINARIES
We define the data matrix X = [ì x 1 , ..., ì
x N ] ∈ R d×N containing N training samples and L = [ ì l 1 , . . . , ì l N ] ∈ R p×N as the corresponding label matrix in a p-class setting. Each ì l i is a zero vector with l qi = 1
if ì x i is in class q. As conventions, ì v i denotes the i-th column in a given matrix V, v ji and v j refer to the j-th entries in vectors ì v i and ì v respectively, and ì v j denotes the j-th row in V. [2] , it is possible to compute the weighted kernel functionΦ(ì x) based on the following scalinĝ
Assuming f implicit non-linear mappings
where ì β is the combination vector which results in a combined RKHS corresponding toΦ(ì x). By assuming that each
By choosing ì β ∈ R ≥0 , one can interpret the entries of ì β as the relative importance of each base kernel in the obtained MK repre-sentationΦ(ì x) [6] . For ease of reading, we denote the Gram matrix K(X, X) and the vectorK(ì x i , X) byK andK(i, :) respectively. The goal of multiple-kernel dictionary learning (MKDL) is to find an optimal MK dictionaryΦ(D) on the combined RKHS to reconstruct the inputs asΦ(X) ≈Φ(D)Γ in this space. The columns of Γ = [ì γ 1 , . . . , ì γ N ] ∈ R c×N contain the corresponding sparse codes which are desired to have sparse non-zeros entries [1] . A basic MKDL framework can be formulated as a variant of the following
where the objective term J r ec = ∥Φ(X) −Φ(X)UΓ∥ 2 F measures the reconstruction quality of the data on the RKHS. In Eq. (3), ∥.∥ 0 and ∥.∥ 2 F denote the cardinality and F -norm respectively, and the dictionary is modeled asΦ(D) =Φ(X)U where U ∈ R N ×c is the dictionary matrix [15] . Hence, each column of U defines a linear combination of data points in the feature space while it can be optimized in the input space. The constraint ∥ ì β ∥ 1 = 1 applies an affine combination of the base kernels and also prevents the trivial solution ì β = 0. The role of ì β inΦ(X) is to enhance the discriminative power of the learned dictionary atoms {Φ(X)ì u i } c i=1 by increasing the dissimilarity between the different-label columns inΦ(X).
Although J r ec is a common term in MKDL methods, it varies based on the formulation of MK or DL part. In [25] , the vector ì β was individually optimized to improve the linear separability of the classes on the RKHS. In contrast, [22] jointly optimized {U, ì β } by pre-defining class-isolated sub-dictionaries in U and enforcing the orthogonality of each class to the dictionaries of other classes on the RKHS; and [32] utilized an analysis-synthesis class-isolated dictionary model along with a low-rank constraint on Γ. Compared to these frameworks, we explicitly shape the dictionary atoms as interpretable prototypes, to improve local representation and discrimination of the classes effectively. However, none of the major MKDL methods adequately provide such PB model.
INTERPRETABLE MULTIPLE-KERNEL PROTOTYPE LEARNING
We want to learn an MK dictionary that its constituent prototypes (atoms) reconstruct the data while presenting discriminative, interpretable characteristics regarding the class labels. Explicitly, we aim for the following specific objectives: O1: Assigning prototypes to the local neighborhoods in the classes to efficiently discriminate them on the RKHS regarding their class labels ( Based on Definition 1, we call {ì u i } c i=1 the prototype vectors to represent the columns ofΦ(X), and we propose the interpretable multiple-kernel prototype learning algorithm to learn them while adequately addressing the above objectives. IMKPL has the novel optimization scheme of:
in which λ, τ , and µ are trade-off weights. The cardinality and nonnegativity constraints on {U, Γ} coincide with the model structurê Φ(X)U [9] . They motivate each prototypeΦ(X)ì u i to be formed by sparse contributions from similar training samples inΦ(X) to increase their interpretability [3] . Although each ì u i is loosely shaped from the local neighborhoods in the RKHS, it cannot fulfill the objectives O1 and O2 on its own (Figure 1-a) . Also, having ∥Φ(X)ì u i ∥ 2 2 = 1 prevents the solution of ì u i from being degenerated [19] .
In the following subsections, while addressing the objectives O1-O3, we explain the novel terms {J dis , J l s , J ip }.
Discriminative Loss
By rewritingΦ(X)Uì γ =Φ(X) ì h, the vector ì h ∈ R N reconstructŝ Φ(ì x) based on other samples inΦ(X). Hence, by aiming for O1, we learn the prototype vectors {ì u i } c i=1 such that they represent eachΦ(ì x) with a corresponding vector ì h using mostly the local same-class neighbors ofΦ(ì x). Accordingly, we define the loss term J dis as:
Proof. The objective term J dis is constructed upon summation and multiplication of non-negative elements. Hence, its global minima would lie where J dis (U, Γ) = 0 holds. This condition can be fulfilled if for each ì γ i :
Since the trivial solution ì γ i = 0 is avoided due to J r ec in Eq. (4), we can find a set I s.t. ∀t ∈ I, γ t i 0 holds. Therefore, ∀t ∈ I, N s=1 u st Ω si = 0, where 
It is clear that
which means that ∀s, u st Ω si = 0 holds in either of the following cases:
(1) u st = 0, meaning that the data point ì x s does not contribute to the t-th prototype (e.g., consider the squares in Figure 1 -b which are not a part of ì u 1 ) .
(2) ì u t uses ì x s that lies in the same class as ì x i (e.g., the circles in Putting all the above conditions together, J dis = 0 happens only if in case of the condition described by the proposition. □ Although Proposition 1 describes the ideal situations, in practice, it is common to observe ∥Φ(ì x i ) −Φ(ì x s )∥ 2 2 < ϵ for a small, nonnegative ϵ when ì x s is among the neighboring points of ì x i . This condition results in small non-zero minima for J dis . Besides, for a given ì x i , if its cross-class neighbors lie closer to its same-class neighbors, Ω si obtains higher values by choosing ì
in favor of better minimizing J r ec (e.g., the squares in Figure 1 -b which is a part of ì u 1 ).
Based on Proposition 1, minimizing J dis enforces the framework in Eq. (4) to learn U such that each prototypeΦ(X)ì u i is shaped by a concentrated neighborhood in RKHS which can provide a discriminative representation for its nearby samples. However, J dis is still flexible to tolerate small cross-class contributions in the representation of each ì
x i in case of overlapping between the classes. For example, in Figure 1 -b, although a square sample has contributed to the reconstruction of ì x (due to their small distance), ì x is still represented mostly by samples of its own class (circles).
Interpretability Loss
x t belongs to a concentrated neighborhood in the RKHS and
When the class-overlapping is subtle, minimizing J dis can result in interpretable prototypes (e.g., in Figure 1 -b, ì u 1 can still be interpreted as a local representative for the circle class). However, a considerable overlapping of the classes results in having more than Session: Long -Understanding and Interpretability II CIKM '19, November 3-7, 2019, Beijing, China Figure 2 : Effect of J l s on local separation of eachΦ(ì x i ) from its different-label neighbors in RKHS when k = 4 (b compared to a), which concentrates the classes locally (d compared to c) and improves the interpretation of the prototypes {Φ(X)ì u i } c i=1 (the stars) by the class-neighborhood to which they are assigned (their colors).
one large entries in each ì s = Lì u i (similar to ì u 1 in Figure 1 -a). Therefore, to better satisfy objective O2, we define J ip (U) = ∥LU∥ 1 , such that its minimization reduces ∥ì s ∥ 1 for each prototype vector. So, this term together with J dis results in a significantly sparse Lì u i , such that ì l q ì u i /∥Lì u i ∥ 1 obtains a value close to 1, which improves the interpretability of eachΦ(X)ì u i according to Definition 2.
Local-Separation Loss J ls ( ì β)
According to Eqs. (1) and (4), the weighting vector ì β is already incorporated into J r ec and J dis via its role inΦ(X). Hence, minimizing them w.r.t. to ì β optimizes the combined embedding in the features spaces to fulfill the objectives O1 and O2 better. Besides, as an effective complement, we optimize ì β to separate the classes locally in k-size neighborhoods. We propose J l s as the following novel, convex loss:
where N k i specifies the same-label k-nearest neighbors of ì x i on the RKHS, and N k i is its corresponding k-size set for the different-label neighbors of ì x i . Eq. (6) reaches its minima when for each ì x i : 1. The summation of its distances to the nearby same-label points is minimized, and 2. It is dissimilar from the nearby data of other classes (Figure 2-b ). Therefore, having J l s in conjunction with other terms in Eq. (4) makes the classes locally condensed and distinct from each other, which facilitates learning better interpretable, discriminative prototypes (Figure 2-d ). In the next section, we explain how to solve the optimization problem of Eq. (4) efficiently.
OPTIMIZATION SCHEME OF IMKPL
After re-writing the optimization problem of Eq. 4 using the given definitions for {J dis , J l s , J ip }, we optimize its parameters {U, Γ, ì β } by adopting the alternating optimization scheme.
β } due to having a positive semi-definite assumption for K i ∀i = 1, . . . , f or the specific definition of the given objective function (J ls is linear in terms of ì β, and J r ec is the F-norm function). □
Benefiting from Proposition 2, at each of the following alternating steps, we update only one of the parameters while fixing the others (Algorithm 1). The derivation of the following sub-problems is provided in the supplementary material. 
whereK = 1−(L ⊤ L) ⊙K while " ⊙ " denotes the Hadamard product operator. This optimization problem is a non-negative quadratic programming problem with a cardinality constraint on ì γ i . The matrix U ⊤K U is positive semidefinite (PSD) becauseK is PSD and U is non-negative. Hence, Eq. (7) is a convex problem, and we efficiently solve it by proposing the Non-negative Quadratic Pursuit (NQP) algorithm (Algorithm. 2). Hence, we update the columns of Γ individually.
Updating Prototype Matrix U
Similar to the approximation of Γ, the prototype vectors ì u i are updated sequentially. We rewrite the reconstruction objective J r ec in Eq. (4) as
where I ∈ R N ×N is an identity matrix. By using Eq. (8) and writing J dis in terms of ì u i , we reformulate Eq. (4) as
Analogous to Eq. (7) , this is a convex non-negative quadratic problem in terms of ì u i with a hard limit on ∥ ì u i ∥ 0 . Hence, we update the prototype vectors {ì u i } c i=1 by solving Eq. (9) using the NQP algorithm. After updating each ì u i , we normalize it as ì 
Updating Γ based on Eq. (7) using NQP 4: Updating U based on Eq. (9) using NQP 5: Updating ì β based on Eq. (10) using an LP solver 6: until convergence
Updating Kernel Weights ì β
By normalizing each base kernel K i in advance, we can simplify Eq. (4) to the following linear programming (LP) problem
where we derive the entries of ì E r ec , ì E dis , and ì E l s by incorporating Eq. (2) into the terms J r ec , J dis , and J l s respectively. We compute their l-th entries (l = 1, . . . , f ) as
whereK l is derived by computingK while replacing K with K l , and Tr(.) denotes the trace operator. Therefore, we can efficiently solve the LP in Eq. (10) using linear solvers [23] . Algorithm 1 provides an overview of all the optimization steps for our IMKPL framework.
Representation of the Test Data
To represent (reconstruct) a test data ì x t est by the trained U and ì β, we compute the sparse code ì γ t est using Eq. 
Non-negative Quadratic Pursuit
Consider a quadratic function f (ì γ ) :
c ∈ R n , and Q ∈ R n×n is a Hermitian positive semidefinite matrix. Non-negative quadratic pursuit algorithm (NQP) is an extended form of the Matching Pursuit problem [1] and is inspired from by [13] . Its objective is to minimize f (ì γ ) approximately in an NP-hard optimization problem similar to
where at most T 0 ≪ n elements from ì γ are permitted to be positive while all other elements are forced to be zero.
As presented in Algorithm 2, at each iteration of NQP we compute ∇ ì γ f (ì γ ) to guess about the next promising dimension of ì γ (denoted as γ j ) which may lead to the biggest decrease in the current value of f (ì γ I ); where I denotes the set of currently chosen dimensions of ì γ based on the previous iterations. We look for ì γ ≥ 0 solutions, and also the current value of ì γ entries for new dimensions are zero; therefore, similar to the Gauss-Southwell rule in coordinate descent optimization [14] we choose the dimension j which is related to the smallest negative entry of ∇ ì γ f (ì γ ) as
where ì q j is the j-th column of Q. Then by adding j to I, the resulting (12) is PSD, its principal sub-matrix Q I I should be either PD or PSD theoretically [10] , where the first case is a requirement for the Cholesky factorization. However, by choosing T 0 << rank(Q) in practice, we have never confronted a singular condition. Nevertheless, to avoid such rare conditions, we do a non-singularity check for the selected dimension j which is to have q j j v ⊤ v right after obtaining v (1st Cholesky step in Algorithm 2). In case the resulted v does not fulfill that condition, we choose another j based on (13) 4.5.1 The Convergence of NQP. NQP does not guarantee the global optimum as it is a greedy selection of rows/columns of matrix Q to provide a sparse approximation of the NP-hard problem in (12) ; nevertheless, its convergence to a local optimum point is guaranteed. Theorem 1. The Non-negative Quadratic Pursuit algorithm (Algorithm 2) converges to a local minimum of Eq. (12) in a limited number of iterations.
Proof. The algorithm consists of 3 main parts:
(1) Gradient-based dimension selection Parameters: T 0 , ϵ : stopping threshold. 
Convergence.
between the line connecting ì γ
Consequently, each of the steps guarantees a monotonic decrease in the value of f (ì γ ), therefore if ∥ ì
. Also, the algorithm structure guarantees that in any iteration t, I t I i ∀i < t meaning that NQP never gets trapped into a loop of repeated dimension selections. Furthermore, we have ∥ ì γ ∥ 0 ≤ nT , meaning that the total number of possible selections in I is bounded. Concluding from the above, the NQP algorithm converges in a limited number of iterations. 7), (9) .
As in the implementations we observe/choose p,T 0 , k << N (eps. for large-scale datasets), the computational complexity of IMKPL in each iteration is approximately O(f N 2 + N 2 ). Therefore, IMKPL is more scalable than its alternative MK algorithms [22, 25, 32] which have complexity close to O(f N 3 ).
We provide the following proof regarding the convergence of Algorithm 1: Theorem 2. The iterative updating procedure in Algorithm 1 converges to a locally optimal point in a limited number of iterations.
Proof. Based on Proposition 2 and Theorem 1, each optimization sub-problem in Algorithm 1 reduces the objective function of Eq. 4 monotonically. In addition, all the individual objective terms in Eq. 4 are bounded from below by zero according to their definitions. Therefore, convergence to at least a local minimum solution is guaranteed under a limited number of iterations. □
We present the converge curve of the IMKPL algorithm in the experiments (Sec. 5.8) showing its convergence in less than 20 iterations for all the selected real-datasets. The implementation code of NQP optimization algorithm is available online 1 .
EXPERIMENTS
For our experiments, we implement IMKPL on the vectorial datasets {CLL_SUB_111, TOX_171, Isolet} 2 , and rcv1(subset1-topic classification) 3 ; and on multivariate time-series (MTS) datasets {PEMS, AUSLAN} 4 , and the Utkiect Human action dataset [31] . Table 1 provides the specific characteristics of these datasets. The code of IMKPL algorithm and supplementary material is available online 5 . 
Experimental Setup
To compute the base kernels for vectorial datasets, we use the Gauss-
as the Euclidean distance between each pair of { ì
x s , ì x t } in that dimension. The scalar δ i is equal to the average of D(ì x i s , ì x i t ) 2 over all data points. For rcv1(subset1) text classification dataset, we obtain the vectorial representation based on the word-embedding used by [17] . For MTS datasets, we compute each K i via employing the global alignment kernel (GAK) [4] for the i-th dimension of the time-series. Exceptionally for Utkiect, prior to the application of GAK, we use the pre-processing from [28] to obtain the Lie Group representation.
We compare our proposed method to the following state-of-theart prototype-based learning or multiple-kernel dictionary learning methods: AKGLVQ [20] , PS [3] , MKLDPL [32] , DKMLD [25] , and MIDL [22] . The AKGLVQ algorithm is the sparse variant of the kernelized-generalized LVQ [20] , and for the PS algorithm, we use its distance-based implementation. These two algorithms are implemented on the average-kernel inputs ( ì β = ì 1). Hence, we also implement ISKPL as the single-kernel variant of IMKPL on that input representation. Note: We elusively select the baselines which can be evaluated according to our specific research objectives (O1-O3).
We perform 5-fold cross-validation on the training set to tune the hyper-parameters {λ, µ,T 0 , τ } in Eq. (4) which are reported in Table 1 . We carry out a similar procedure regarding the parameter tuning of other baselines. For IMKPL, we determine the number of prototypes as c = pT 0 and the neighborhood radius k = T 0 . As the rationale, the constraint ∥ ì u i ∥ 0 ≤ T 0 and the term J dis in Eq. (4) make each ì u i effective mostly on its T 0 -radius neighborhood. In practice, choosing λ = µ = τ ∈ [0.2 0.4] is a good working setting for IMKPL to initiate the parameter tuning (e.g., Figure 6 ).
Evaluation Measures
To evaluate the quality of the learned prototypes on the resulted RKHS (based on {U, ì β }), we utilize the following measures which coincide with our objectives O1-O3.
5.2.1
Interpretability of the Prototypes (IP). As discussed in Section 3, we have two main preferences regarding the interpretability of each prototypeΦ(X)ì u i : 1. Its formation based on class-homogeneous data samples. 2. Its connection to local neighborhoods in the feature space. Therefore we use the following IP term to evaluate the above criteria based on the values of the prototype vectors {ì u i } c i=1 :
in which q = arg max q ì l q ì u i is the class to which the i-th prototype is assigned. The first part of this equation obtains the maximum value of 1 if each ì u i has its non-zero entries related to only one class of data, while the exponential term becomes 1 (maximum) if those entries correspond to a condensed neighborhood of points in RKHS. Hence, IP becomes close to 100% if both of the above concerns are sufficiently fulfilled. For the PS algorithm, we measure IP based on the samples inside ϵ-radius of each prototype [3] .
Discriminative Representation (DR).
In order to properly evaluate how discriminative each prototypeΦ(X)ì u i is we define the discriminative representation term as DR = 100 × 1
where q is the same as in IP measure, and Γ is computed based on the test set. Hence, DR becomes 100% (maximum) if each prototype i which is assigned to class q only represents (reconstructs) that class of data; in other words, the prototypes provide exclusive representation of the classes. The DR measure does not fit the models of AKGLVQ and PS algorithms.
Classification Accuracy of Test Data (Acc).
For each test data ì x t est , we predict its class as q = arg max q ì l q Uì γ t est , meaning that the q-th class provides the most contributions in the reconstruction of ì x t est . Accordingly, we compute the average of accuracy value Acc = 100 #correct predictions N over 10 randomized test/train selections for each dataset.
Results: Synthetic Dataset
In order to illustrate the feature selection performance of the IMKPL algorithm, a 4-classes dataset of multi-variant time-series is designed using variations of simple 1-dimensional curves. As depicted in Fig.3 , the first 5 features (rows) in the i-th data exemplar (i-th column) follow a specific pattern related to class i. However, for each class, f 7 is the replicate of f 6 with slight variations, and the last two features (f 8 , f 9 ) are identical through all the samples.
As a result, 9 individual kernel functions
. Despite the simplicity of the dataset for the classification task, we are interested in studying the performance of IMKPL regarding final feature weightings.
After application of IMKPL, the data is classified with 100% accuracy and the following ì β, which selects only the features { f 3 , f 4 , f 6 }:
ì β = [0, 0, 0.68, 0.50, 0, 0.54, 0, 0, 0] ⊤ As a result, the last two identical features { f 8 , f 9 } were ruled out as they were totally irrelevant to the discriminative LMK objective. However, these two features could be ideal choices to have a small reconstruction term J r ec in Eq. (4) . Similarly, the weight of f 7 is 0 in ì β as its kernel function is similar to K 6 . However, K 6 along with demonstrates how IMKPL can decide on the importance of the features based on their role in having a discriminative representation.
Results: Efficiency of the Prototypes
In Table 2 , we compare the baselines regarding the interpretability and discriminative qualities of their trained prototypes. Considering the IP values, IMKPL significantly outperforms both the MKDL and prototype-based learning algorithms. For the rcv1 dataset, our method has a margin of 23% compared to the best baseline algorithm (MKLDPL). Also, the ISKPL algorithm obtains higher interpretability performances than the single-kernel and multiplekernel baselines, which shows the effectiveness of the prototype leaning parts of the design (J dis and J ip ). Besides, the difference between the IP values of ISKPL and IMKPL signifies the role of the J l s objective in enhancing the interpretation of IMKPL's prototypes by learning a suitable MK representation. Other algorithms show weak results in learning class-specific and locally concentrated prototypes. We observe similar behaviors by comparing the algorithms based on the DR measure. Table 2 shows that the prototypes learned by IMKPL are more efficient regarding the exclusive representation of the classes on a combined RKHS. For instance, IMKPL outperforms MKLDPL (best baseline) with the DR margin of 31% on UTKinect dataset.
Results: Discriminative Feature Selection
Each base kernel K i is derived from one dimension of the data. Therefore, we evaluate the discriminative feature selection performance of the algorithms by comparing ∥ ì β ∥ 0 and Acc among them.
As presented in On the other hand, comparing the prediction accuracy of ISKPL to AKGLVQ and PS (as the major prototype-based learning methods) demonstrates the significant discriminative performance of our algorithm in this domain. Besides, even though ISKPL obtained lower Acc values than MKLDPL and DKMLD (as it does not optimize ì β), its higher DR values show the effectiveness of its design (J dis and J ip ) regarding our expectations from a prototype-based representation.
Detail Analysis of Prototypes
It is a common feature for many prototype-based methods to fix the number of prototypes for each class of data through the training phase (e.g., MKLDPL, DKMLD, and AKGLVQ). However, as a common observation in real-world datasets, data classes are not distributed homogeneously. Even having the same number of data per class, their local distributions can be significantly diverse. In our IMKPL model, although we decide in advance about the total number of prototypes to learn for each dataset as c = pT 0 , IMKPL automatically assigns the proper number of prototypes to each class of data to fulfill the defined objectives O1-O3 better. As reported in Table 4 , we examined the frequency of learned prototypes per class on the UTKinect dataset, which shows a notable variation among them. Also, by considering the 2-dimensional embedding of the UTKinect dataset (using the t-SNE algorithm [26] ) in Figure 4 , it is clear that IMKPL assigns more prototypes to classes which suffer from significant overlapping (e.g., pick up and carry) and fewer representatives to the more condensed classes (e.g., sit down and stand up). 
Effect of Parameter Settings
We study the effect of parameters {λ, µ, τ ,T 0 } on the Acc and Ip performance of IMKPL by conducting 4 individual experiments on the Isolet dataset. Each time, we change one parameter while fixing others by the values in Table 1 .
As illustrated by Figure 6 -(left), the performance is acceptable when λ, µ, τ ∈ [0.1 0.5], but Acc and IP may decrease outside of this range. Specifically, τ has a slight effect on Acc, but it increases the value of IP almost monotonically. In comparison, µ and λ influence Acc more significantly. Nevertheless, they have small effects on IP when they are small (in [0 0.6]), but for large values, λ has a productive and µ a slight destructive effect. When the classes have considerable overlapping in the RKHS, focusing only on J l s (large µ) does not necessarily provide the best prototype-based solution. shows that increasing T 0 generally improves Acc up to an upper limit. Since c = pT 0 , large values of T 0 leads to learning redundant prototypes. Besides, increasing T 0 generally degrades the IP value, but it almost reaches a lower bound value for largeT 0 (≈ 87% for Isolet) because of the minimum interpretability induced by the non-negativity constraint u ji ∈ R + in Eq. (4).
Run-time and Convergence Curve
To evaluate the computational complexity of IMKPL, we compare the training run-time of selection methods on CLL_SUB, AUSLAN, and rcv1 datasets. As reported in Table 5 , IMKPL has smaller computational time than other MK algorithms (MKLDPL, DKMLD, and MIDL) and is even faster than AKGLVQ (as a single-kernel method) when the number of features f is small in relation to N (AUSLAN and rcv1). Although the PS algorithm has smaller run-time than IMKPL, it is not applicable to the multiple-kernel data.
In Figure 6 , we plot the difference value of the whole objective function in Eq. (4) as the difference between the objective value in each iteration and its value in the previous iteration. Based on this figure, Algorithm 1 is considered converged when the above value becomes relatively small, which occurs rapidly on all the selected datasets in the experiments (less than 20 iterations).
CONCLUSION
We proposed a prototype-based learning framework to obtain a discriminative representation of datasets in the feature space. Following our explicit research objectives, IMKPL learns interpretable prototypes as the local representatives of the classes (e.g., a subset of similar walking samples) while discriminating the classes from each other. Additionally, IMKPL performs a discriminative feature selection by finding an efficient combined embedding in feature space. Experiments on large-scale and high-dimensional real-world benchmarks in both vectorial and time-series domains validate the superiority of IMKPL over other prototype-based baselines regarding the above concerns.
